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Abstract
This paper addresses a fundamental problem of scene
understanding: How to parse the scene image into a struc-
tured configuration (i.e., a semantic object hierarchy with
object interaction relations) that finely accords with human
perception. We propose a deep architecture consisting of
two networks: i) a convolutional neural network (CNN) ex-
tracting the image representation for pixelwise object label-
ing and ii) a recursive neural network (RNN) discovering
the hierarchical object structure and the inter-object rela-
tions. Rather than relying on elaborative user annotations
(e.g., manually labeling semantic maps and relations), we
train our deep model in a weakly-supervised manner by
leveraging the descriptive sentences of the training images.
Specifically, we decompose each sentence into a semantic
tree consisting of nouns and verb phrases, and facilitate
these trees discovering the configurations of the training
images. Once these scene configurations are determined,
then the parameters of both the CNN and RNN are updated
accordingly by back propagation. The entire model train-
ing is accomplished through an Expectation-Maximization
method. Extensive experiments suggest that our model is
capable of producing meaningful and structured scene con-
figurations and achieving more favorable scene labeling
performance on PASCAL VOC 2012 over other state-of-the-
art weakly-supervised methods.
1. Introduction
Scene understanding started with the goal of creat-
ing systems that can infer meaningful configurations (e.g.,
parts, objects and their compositions with relations) from
imagery like humans [10]. In computer vision research,
significant progresses have been made in semantic scene
labeling / segmentation (i.e., assigning the label for each
pixel of the scene image) [14][32][17][25]. However, the
problem of structured scene parsing (i.e., producing mean-
ingful scene configurations) remains a challenge due to the
following difficulties.
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Figure 1. An illustration of our structured scene parsing. An input
scene image is automatically parsed into a hierarchical configu-
ration that comprises hierarchical semantic objects (black labels)
and the interaction relations (red labels) of objects.
• The representations of nested hierarchical structure in
scene images are often ambiguous, e.g., a configura-
tion may have more than one way of parsing. Conduct-
ing these parsing results to finely accord with human
perception is an interesting yet fundamental problem.
• Training a scene parsing model usually relies on very
expensive manual annotations, e.g., including seman-
tic maps and structured configurations.
To address these above issues, we develop a novel deep
neural network architecture that automatically parses an in-
put scene into a structured and meaningful configuration.
Fig. 1 shows an illustration of our structured scene parsing,
where our model identifies salient semantic objects in the
scene and generates the hierarchical scene structure with the
interaction relations among objects. Our model is inspired
by the effectiveness of two widely successful deep learning
techniques: convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [13][17]
and recursive neural networks (RNNs) [29]. The former cat-
egory of models is widely applied for generating powerful
feature representations in various vision tasks such as im-
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age classification and object recognition. Meanwhile, the
RNN models (such as [29][25][24]) have demonstrated as
an effective class of models for predicting hierarchical and
compositional structures in image and natural language un-
derstanding [30]. One important property of RNNs is the
ability to recursively learn the representations in a seman-
tically and structurally coherent way. In our deep CNN-
RNN architecture, the CNN and RNN models are collabo-
ratively integrated for accomplishing the scene parsing from
complementary aspects. We utilize the CNN to layerwise
extract features from the input scene image and generate
the representations of semantic objects. Then, the RNN is
sequentially stacked based on the CNN feature representa-
tions, generating the structured configuration of the scene.
On the other hand, to avoid relying on the elaborative
annotations, we propose to train our CNN-RNN model by
leveraging the image descriptions. Our approach is partially
motivated but different with the recently proposed methods
for image-sentence embedding [12][36]. In particular, we
distill knowledge from the sentence descriptions for discov-
ering scene structural configurations.
In the initial stage, we decompose each sentence
into a normalized semantic tree consisting of nouns and
verb phrases by using a standard parser [28] and the
WordNet[18]. Afterward, based on these semantic trees
and their associated scene images, we train our model by
developing an Expectation-Maximization method. Specif-
ically, the semantic tree facilitates discovering the latent
scene configuration in the two following aspects. i) The en-
tities (i.e., nouns) determine the object category labels ex-
isting in the scene, and ii) the relations (i.e., verb phrases)
over the entities assist to produce the scene hierarchy and
object interactions. The two proportions of knowledge are
incorporated into our learning objective together with the
CNN and the RNN, respectively. Therefore, once the scene
configuration is fixed, the parameters of the two neural net-
works are updated accordingly by the back propagation.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as
follows. i) We present a novel CNN-RNN framework for
generating meaningful and hierarchical scene representa-
tions, which gains a deeper understanding of the objects in
the scene compared to traditional scene labeling. The inte-
gration of CNN and RNN models is general to be extended
to other high-level computer vision tasks. ii) We present
a EM-type training method by leveraging text descriptions
that associate with the training images. This method is cost-
effective yet beneficial to introducing rich contexts and se-
mantics. iii) Our extensive experiments on PASCAL VOC
2012 demonstrate that the parsed scene representations are
useful for scene understanding and our generated seman-
tic segmentations are more favorable than those by other
weakly-supervised scene labeling methods.
2. Related Work
Scene understanding is arguably considered as the most
fundamental problem in computer vision, which actually in-
volves several tasks of different level. In current research,
a myriad of different methods focus on what general scene
type the image shows (classification) [7][4][37], what ob-
jects and their locations are in a scene (semantic labeling
or segmentation) [23][8][19][33]. These methods, however,
ignore or over-simplified the compositional object represen-
tations and would fail to gain a deeper scene understanding.
Meanwhile, as a higher-level task, structured scene pars-
ing has also attracted much attention. A pioneer work was
proposed by Tu et al., [34], in which they mainly focused on
faces and texture patterns by a Bayesian inference frame-
work. In [10], Han et al., proposed to hierarchically parse
the indoor scene images by developing a generative gram-
mar model. A hierarchical model was proposed in [39]
to represent the image recursively by contextualized tem-
plates at multiple scales, and the rapid inference was real-
ized based on dynamic programming. Ahuja et al., [1] de-
veloped a connected segmentation tree for object and scene
parsing. Some other related works [26][9] investigated the
approaches for RGB-D scene understanding, achieving im-
pressive results.
With the resurgence of neural network models, the per-
formances of scene understanding have been improved sub-
stantially. The representative works, the fully convolutional
network (FCN) [17] and its extensions [3], demonstrate ef-
fectiveness in pixel-wise scene labeling. A recurrent neural
network model was proposed in [38], which improves the
segmentation performance by incorporating the mean-field
approximate inference, and similar idea was also explored
in [16]. For the problem of structured scene parsing, re-
cursive neural networks (RNNs) were studied in [29][24].
For example, Socher et al. [29] proposed to predict hierar-
chical scene structures by using a max-margin RNN model.
The differences between these existing RNN-based parsing
models and our model are two-fold. First, they mainly fo-
cused on parsing only the semantic entities (e.g., buildings,
bikes, trees) and the scene configurations generated by ours
include not only the objects but also the interaction relations
of objects. Second, we incorporate convolutional feature
learning into our deep model for joint optimization.
Most of the existing scene labeling / parsing models
are studied in the context of supervised learning, and they
rely on expensive annotations. To overcome this issue, one
can develop alternative methods that train the models from
weakly annotated training data, e.g., image-level tags and
contexts [35][21][20]. Among these methods, one inspiring
us is [20], which adopts an EM learning algorithm for train-
ing the model with image-level semantic labels. This algo-
rithm alternates between predicting the latent pixel labels
subject to the weak annotation constraints and optimizing
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Figure 2. A glance into our proposed CNN-RNN architecture for structured scene parsing. The CNN takes the image as input and produces
the pixel-wise semantic score map. Then the pixels with the same label are grouped into a semantic object, and we can obtain the feature
representations (i.e., v1, v2, ..vk) of objects. Furthermore, the RNN take these feature representations of objects as input to construct the
parsing tree, where vi is mapped into a semantic representation xi.
the neural network parameters.
3. CNN-RNN Architecture
Structured scene parsing aims to infer the following three
forms of outputs from an image: i) the location of semantic
entities, ii) interaction relations and iii) the hierarchical con-
figuration among the semantic entities. To this end, we pro-
pose a novel deep architecture by integrating the convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) and recursive neural network
(RNN). In our CNN-RNN architecture, the CNN model is
introduced to perform semantic segmentation by assigning
an entity label (i.e. object category) to each pixel, and the
RNN model is introduced to discover hierarchical structure
and interaction relations among entities.
Fig. 2 illustrates the the proposed CNN-RNN architec-
ture for structured scene parsing. First, the input image is
directly fed into our revised VGG-16 network [27] to pro-
duce a score map for each entity category. Based on the
softmax normalization of the score maps, each pixel is la-
beled with an entity category. We further group the adjacent
pixels with the same label into an object, and obtain the
feature representations of objects. By feeding these feature
representations of entities to the RNN, a greedy aggrega-
tion procedure is implemented for constructing the parsing
tree. In each recursive iteration, two input objects (denoted
by the child nodes) are merged into a higher-level object
(denoted the parent node). The finally generated root note
represents the whole scene. Different from the RNN archi-
tecture in [29][24], our model predicts the relation between
these two nodes when they are combined into a higher-level
node.
In the following, we discuss the CNN and RNN models
in details.
3.1. CNN Model
The CNN model is designed to accomplish two tasks:
semantic labeling and generating feature representations for
entities. For semantic labeling, we adopt the fully convolu-
tional network with parameters WC to yield K + 1 score
maps {s0, ..., sk, sK}, corresponding to one extra back-
ground category and K object categories. The score skj is
further normalized using softmax to obtain the correspond-
ing classification score:
σ(stj) =
exp(stj)∑K
k=1 exp(s
k
j )
(1)
where σ(stj) denotes the probability of j-th pixel belong-
ing to t-th object category with
∑K
t=1 σ(s
t
j) = 1. C =
{cj}Mj=1 denotes the labels of pixels in the image I , where
cj ∈ {1, ...,K} and M is the number of pixels of image I .
With σ(stj), the label of the j-th pixel can be predicted by:
cj = arg max
t
σ(stj) (2)
For generating feature representation for each entity cat-
egory, we group the adjacent pixels with the same label into
a semantic entity category.
Considering that the pixel numbers vary with the seman-
tic entity categories, in order to obtain feature representation
with fixed length for any entity category, we use Log-Sum-
Exp(LSE) [2], a convex approximation of the max function,
to fuse the features of pixels
vk =
1
pi
log
 1
Qk
∑
cj=k
exp(piv¯j)
 (3)
where vk denotes the feature representation of the k-th en-
tity category, v¯j denotes the feature representation of the
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Figure 3. An illustrate of recursive neural network in our CNN-
RNN architecture. This network calculates the score for merging
decision and predicts the relation category of two merged regions.
j-th pixel by concatenating all feature maps at the layer be-
fore softmax at position j into a vector, Qk is the total num-
ber of pixels of the k-th object category, and pi is a hyper-
parameter to control smootheness. With higher value of pi,
the function tend to preserve the max value for each dimen-
sion in the feature, while with lower value the function be-
haves like a averaging function.
3.2. RNN Model
With the feature representations of object categories pro-
duced by CNN, the RNN model is designed to generate
the image parsing tree for predicting object interaction re-
lations and hierarchical scene structure. The RNN model
consists of four sub-networks: (semantic mapper, com-
biner, categorizer and scorer). Therefore, the parameters
of the RNN also includes four parts, denoted as WR =
{Wsem,Wcom,Wcat,Wscore}.
Following [29] and [24], object feature vk produced by
CNN is first mapped onto a semantic space by the Semantic
mapper, which is a one-layer fully-connected network.
xk = Fsem(vk;Wsem) (4)
where xk is the mapped feature, Fsem is the network trans-
formation and Wsem is the network parameter.
The features of two child nodes are fed to the Combiner
and generate their parent node feature.
xkl = Fcom([xk, xl];Wcom) (5)
where xk and xl indicate the two child features and xkl de-
notes their parent feature in the parsing tree. Fcom is the
network transformation and Wcom is the corresponding pa-
rameter. Parent node feature encode semantic information
of the combination of its two child nodes, as well as the
structural information of this specific merging operation.
The parent node feature has the same dimensionality as the
child node feature, allowing the procedure can be applied
recursively and eventually the root feature can be used to
represent the whole image.
When two nodes are merged into a parent node, the Cat-
egorizer sub-network determines the relation of these two
nodes. Categorizer is a softmax classifier that takes parent
node feature xkl as input, and predict the relation label ykl,
ykl = softmax(Fcat(xkl;Wcat)) (6)
where ykl is the predicted relation probability vector, Fcat
denotes the network transformation and Wcat denotes the
network parameter.
The Scorer sub-network measures the confidence of a
merging operation between two nodes. It takes the parent
node feature xkl as input and outputs a real value hkl.
hkl = Fscore(xkl;Wscore) (7)
where Fscore denotes the network transformation and
Wscore denotes the network parameter. The merging score
qkl of node {kl} is computed as qkl = 11+exp(hkl) .
Merging score is used to optimize the structure discovery
in training, as described in Sect. 4.2.
Similar to [29], we use the RNN model to construct the
parsing tree with a greedy algorithm. The procedure be-
gins with a initial set of leaf nodes. In each iteration, the
algorithm enumerates all possible merging pairs and com-
putes merging scores for each. The algorithm chooses the
pair with highest score to merge, replacing the pair of nodes
with their parent node. The algorithm iterates until there is
only one root node left.
4. Weakly-supervised Model Training
Compared with some other weak annotations such as la-
bels and attributes, sentences usually provide richer seman-
tics and structured contexts (e.g., object interactions and re-
lations). More importantly, describing images by sentences
finely accords with the process of human perception, and it
thus contributes to meaningful representation learning.
In the initial stage of model training, we first convert
each sentence into a normalized tree by using common tech-
niques, as discussed above. Formally, a semantic tree T in-
cludes entity labels (i.e., nouns) and the relations (i.e., verb
phrases).
Since the scene configurations are unavailable for the
training images, we need to estimate them to training our
CNN and RNN. Thus, we train the model with a EM type
algorithm. This algorithm alternates between predicting
the latent scene configurations (via transferring knowledge
from the semantic trees), and optimizing the neural network
parameters.
Our model performs two tasks: semantic labeling and
scene structure discovery. Thus we define the loss func-
tion as the sum of two terms: semantic label loss JC pro-
duced by CNN, and scene structure loss JR produced by
RNN. With a training set containing Z image-tree pairs
{(I1, T1), ..., (IZ , TZ)}. The overall loss function is as fol-
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Figure 4. An illustration of the training process with our CNN-
RNN architecture. The learning objective consists of two propor-
tions: the semantic object labeling via the CNN, and the structure
prediction via the RNN.
lows,
J (W ) = 1
Z
Z∑
i=1
(JC(WC ; Ii, Ti) + JR(W ;Vi, Ti)) (8)
where Ii is the i-th image and Ti is the tree sructure pro-
duced from the descriptive sentence. Vi is the set of seman-
tic entity features produced by CNN from the i-th image. V
takes the form V = {vk|k ∈ ψ(T )}, where ψ(T ) is set of
object categories mentioned in T . W is all model parame-
ters, WC is model parameters of the CNN.
4.1. Semantic Label Loss
Given intermediate label map C, the semantic label task
performed by CNN can be optimized as a pixel-wise classfi-
cation problem. We first perform an inference step to obtain
an estimated ground truth label map Ĉ, which is used as su-
pervision (see Sect. 4.3 for more details). Let ĉj ∈ Ĉ denote
the estimated category label of pixel j, the loss function of
semantic labeling for image I is defined as,
JC(WC ; I, T ) = − 1
M
(
M∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
1(ĉj = k) log σ(skj )
+ (1− 1(ĉj = k)) log(1− σ(skj ))) + ‖WC‖2
(9)
where M denotes the total number of pixels in the image I .
As defined in Eq.(1)function σ(skj ) outputs the probability
of j-th pixel for the k-th entity category predicted by the
CNN. Note that {s0, ..., sK} represent the score maps of
image I produced by the fully convolutional network with
parameters WC .
4.2. Scene Structure Loss
The scene structure discovery task is performed by the
RNN, and can be further divided into two sub-tasks: tree
structure construction and relation categorization. Thus we
define the RNN loss to be the sum of loss from the two
tasks,
JR(W ;Vi, Ti) = Jstruc(W ;Vi, Ti) + Jrel(W ;Vi, Ti)
(10)
Tree Structure Construction. The goal of tree structrue
construction is to learn a transformation I → PI according
to the tree structure T . We define an image parsing tree
as valid if the sequence of two regions merges is consis-
tent with the merging order in the text parsing tree. From a
valid parsing tree, we extract a sequence of “correct” merg-
ing operations as A(V, T ) = {a1, ..., aPT }. PT is the total
number of merging operation in the text parsing tree T . This
implies a contraint that the nubmer of merging operation in
a tree structure always equals nubmer of merging operation
in the corresponding text parse tree.
We define a loss based on the merging score q produced
by scorer sub-network as described in Sect. 3.2. For conve-
nience, we denote merging score of operation a given V and
T as q(a). Intuitively, we encourage the correct merging op-
eration a to have a larger merging score than that of incor-
rect merging operation â. Thus we have q(a) ≥ q(â) +4,
where 4 is a constant margin. We define the loss function
for scene structrue discovery as,
Jstruc(W ;V, T ) = 1
PT
PT∑
p=1
[ max
âp /∈A(V,T )
q(âp)
− q(ap) +4 ] + λ
2
||W ||2
(11)
where λ is the weight of regularization term. Intuitively,
this loss objective function maximizes the score of correct
merging operation and minimizes incorrect merging oper-
ations. To improve efficiency, we do not minimize all in-
correct merging operations, but only the one with highest
score.
Relation Categorization. The relation categorization
task can be optimized as a softmax classification problem.
We define the object function of relation categorization for
image I as,
Jrel(W ;V, T ) = − 1|UT | (
∑
{kl}
S∑
s=1
1(rkl = s) logGs(θkl(V,W ))
+ (1− 1(rkl = s)) log(1−Gs(θkl(V,W ))) + ‖W‖2
(12)
|UT | denotes the number of relation appearing in the tree
structre T . {kl} denotes a node merged from node k and
l. S is the total number of relation categories. rkl denotes
the ground truth relations provided by tree structure T be-
tween two semantic entities. Gs(θkl(V,W )) is the catego-
rizer sub-network in the RNN(see Sect. 3.2), which outputs
the probability that node {kl} belongs to relation category
s.
4.3. Learning Algorithm
The Expectation-Maximization method is adopted to op-
timize the loss in Eq.(8). In the E-step, guided by the sen-
tence description, we update the intermediate label maps
C and the latent structured configurations together with the
CNN and RNN losses. In the M-step, the parameters are
updated using the back-propagation algorithm. In summary,
our learning algorithm can be conducted by iteratively per-
forming the following tree steps:
(i) Updating intermediate label maps Cˆ and the CNN
loss. Given image I and its semantic tree T , we compute the
classification probability of each pixel according to Eq.(1).
Inspired by the work of cardinality potentials [31][15], the
score of pixel j belonging to the label k is calculated by
fj(k) = σ(s
k
j ) + δk, where σ(s
k
j ) is defined in Eq.(1). δk is
entity-dependent biases, which is set adaptively according
to the prescribed proportion areas of background or fore-
ground entity classes in the image [20], regarding the set
of entities in T . The final classification result of pixel j is
computed by ĉj = arg maxk fj(k). Finally, the CNN loss
is computed according to Eq.(9).
(ii) Updating latent scene structures and the RNN
loss. Given the label of each pixel, we group the pixels into
semantic objects and obtain the object feature representa-
tions with the method described in Sect. 3.1. Then we use
the RNN model to infer the interaction relations and hierar-
chical configuration of objects, and compute the RNN loss
according to Eq.(11) and Eq.(12).
(iii) Updating the CNN and RNN parameters. Given
the intermediate label maps and latent scene structure, we
can compute the gradient of the overall loss in Eq.(8) w.r.t.
the CNN and RNN parameters. With the BP algorithm, the
gradients from the semantic label loss propagate backward
through all layers of CNN. The gradients from the scene
structure loss first propagate recursively through the layers
of RNN, and then propagate through the object features to
the CNN. Thus, all the parameters of our CNN-RNN model
can be learned in an end-to-end manner.
5. Experiment
We first introduce the implementation details and then
evaluate the performance of our proposed method for se-
mantic labeling and structured scene parsing.
Datasets. We conduct our experiments on PASCAL
VOC 2012 segmentation benchmark [6], which contains
4,369 images from three subsets: training (1,464 images),
validation (1,449 images) and test(1,456 images). PASCAL
VOC 2012 dataset has 20 foreground categories and 1 back-
ground category. To suit our task, we randomly divide im-
ages in the training and validation sets into 5 groups, and
asked 5 annotators to provide one description for each im-
age in each group respectively. Since the groundtruth la-
beling is unavailable for test images, we did not annotate
the test set. In the semi-supervised experiments, the train-
ing set is further divided into two subsets, where one is
the strongly-annotated subset and the other is the PASCAL
VOC 2012 training set with sentence description. Consider-
ing the Semantic Boundaries Dataset (SBD) [11] provides
pixel-wise labels for images from PASCAL VOC 2011, we
use part of the SBD to constitute the strongly-annotated sub-
set, which includes at most 1,464 of the 10,582 training im-
ages in our experiments.
Annotation. Direct annotation of the structured pars-
ing trees for images is time-consuming, since it requires
carefully designed tools and user interface. To save an-
notation cost, we use the natural language descriptions in-
stead of trees. The sentence description of an image natu-
rally provides a tree structure to indicate the major objects
along with their interaction relations [5]. Here we use the
Stanford Parser [28] to parse sentences and produce con-
stituency trees, which are two-way trees with each word in
a sentence as a leaf node and can serve as suitable alterna-
tive of structured image tree annotation.
Preprocessing. Constituency trees from the Stanford
Parser [28] still contains irrelevant words that do not de-
scribe object category or interaction relations(e.g., adjec-
tives). Therefore, we need to convert constituency trees into
semantic trees, which only contains semantic entities and
scene structure (as illustrated in Fig. 5).
The conversion process generally involves three steps.
Given a constituency tree (top tree in Fig. 5), we first fil-
ter the leaf nodes by their part-of-speech, preserving only
nouns as object candidates, and verbs and prepositions as
relation candidates. Second, nouns are combined and con-
verted to object categories. Annotators sometimes use dif-
ferent nouns for the same category (e.g. “cat” and “kitten”).
Thus we use the lexical relation data in WordNet [18] to
unify the synonyms belonging to same defined category,
and convert them to the corresponding object category. An-
notators may mention entities that are not in any defined
object categories (e.g. “grass” in “a sheep stands on the
grass”), which will be also removed from the trees.
Third, relations should also be recognized and refined.
Denote by R a set of defined relations, and T the triplets in
the form of (entity1, verb/prep, entity2). We construct
a mapping T → R to recognize relation. R also contains
two special relation categories: “other” and “background”.
The “other” serves as a placeholder for undefined relations.
The “background” deals with the special cases where only
one entity is recognized in a tree. In this case we merge the
entity with an additional “background” entity, and assign
“background” relation to their parent node.
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Figure 5. An illustration of the tree conversion process. The top
tree is the constituency tree generated by language parser. The
middle tree is the constituency tree after POS tag filtering. The
bottom tree is the converted relation tree.
5.1. Semantic Labeling
In this section, we report the results for the conven-
tional semantic labeling task which assigns semantic label
to each pixel. We consider two experimental settings, i.e.
weakly-supervised learning and semi-supervised learning,
and adopt the pixel-wise intersection-over-union(IoU) used
in PASCAL VOC segmentation challenge [6] as the perfor-
mance indicator. Note that our description annotation does
not cover the exact same object classes in each image as
in the pixel-wise annotation, making only partial class la-
bels are used for training. For fair comparison, we modified
the training and validation images by assigning background
category to the object categories not mentioned in descrip-
tion sentences. Due to the labels of the test set is not avail-
able, we cannot modify the test set and thus only report the
results on the modified validation set. Visualized labeling
results are shown in Fig. 6.
Weakly-supervised Learning. Table 1 shows the results
under the setting of weakly-supervised learning. We com-
pare our method with MIL-ILP [22], MIL-FCN [17], and
DeepLab [20], a state-of-the-art weakly-supervised method
using image labels as supervision. We perform experiments
with the publicly available code of DeepLab, and our own
implementation of MIL-ILP and MIL-FCN. Our method
obtains the IoU of 34.3%, outperforming DeepLab [20] by
4%. If we fix the parameters of the RNN with random ini-
tialization, a 2.6% drop of IoU is observed, indicating that
the RNN does help in learning the CNN.
Method IoU
MIL-ILP [22] 29.4%
MIL-FCN [17] 28.3%
DeepLab(weakly) [20] 30.3%
Ours(fixed-RNN) 31.7%
Ours 34.3%
Table 1. PASCAL 2012 val result of weakly supervised methods
Semi-supervised Learning. In this setting, we have
access to both pixel-level (strongly) annotated data and
image-level (weakly) annotated data, and our method can
take advantage of both types of supervision information in
the training procedure. We consider two semi-supervised
strategies: waterfall and fusion. For the waterfall strat-
egy, we first perform 8,000 iterations of strongly-supervised
pre-training on the CNN, followed by 16,000 iterations
of weakly-supervised training on the CNN and RNN. For
the fusion strategy, we use a weighted sum of strongly-
supervised and weakly-supervised loss functions to train
the CNN and RNN, where we use 280 strong samples to-
gether with weak training samples, and the loss weight is
set as 1:1 (strong:weak). Table 2 shows the result on the
PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set. We observe that all
methods benefit significantly from semi-supervised learn-
ing. The improvement of IoU compared to weakly super-
vised learning is 8.9% with 280 strongly annotated samples
(strong:weak = 1:5), and is 16.6% with 1464 strongly anno-
tated samples (strong:weak = 1:1). Our method outperforms
DeepLab [20] by 0.7% with 280 strong samples and fusion
strategy.
Given the same number of strongly annotated data, the
fusion strategy outperforms the waterfall strategy by 10.2%
in terms of IoU. We observe that the accuracy of pre-
training step in waterfall strategy is very high (over 95%)
on the training set. This indicates that the separated pre-
training with small amount of data causes the model over-
fitted, making pre-training contribute little to performance
improvement. Nevertheless, the fusion strategy trains the
model with a combined loss for better tradeoff of the two
types of supervision information, and thus can exploit the
strongly annotated data without suffering from overfitting.
Method # strong # weak IoU
MIL-ILP(fusion) [22] 280 1464 39.3%
MIL-FCN(fusion) [17] 280 1464 38.4%
DeepLab(fusion) [20] 280 1464 42.5%
Ours(fusion) 280 1464 43.2%
Ours(fusion) 1464 1464 50.9%
Ours(waterfall) 280 1464 33.0%
Table 2. PASCAL 2012 val result with semi-supervised learning
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6. Visualized semantic labeling results. (a) The in-
put images; (b) The groundtruth lebeling results; (c) Our
proposed method (weakly-supervised); (d) Deeplab(weakly-
supervised) [20]; (e)MIL-ILP(weakly-supervised) [22]
5.2. Structured Scene Parsing
In this section, we evaluate the structured scene parsing
performance of the proposed method, which is measured
with two metrics: relation accuracy and structure accuracy.
Relation accuracy is computed recursively. Denote by T a
tree and P = {T, T1, T2, . . . , Tm} the set of enumerated
sub-tress (including T ) of T . A leaf Ti is considered to
be correct if it is of the same object category as the one in
the ground truth tree. A non-leaf Ti (with two subtrees Tl
and Tr) is considered to be correct if and only if Tl and Tr
are both correct and the relation label rT is correct. Then,
the relation accuracy is calculated as (#ofcorrectsubtrees)m+1 ,
and the structure accuracy is a simplification of the relation
accuracy by ignoring the relation labels in the evaluation of
the correctness of T .
Note that not all images in the PASCAL VOC 2012 val-
idation set can be used for structure and relation accuracy,
e.g. the images containing only one object, and these images
should not be counted in the experiments.
To get detailed understanding of our method, we study
the effect of two factors, i.e. joint CNN/RNN learning and
end-to-end learning, and conduct experiments with the fol-
lowing configurations: i) Fixed the other parameters of the
CNN except for the top two layers, we update all parameters
of the RNN; ii) Fixed all parameters of RNN with randomly
initialized values, we update all parameters of the CNN; iii)
We separate the learning of CNN and RNN, i.e. we first up-
date the CNN for 16000 iterations with the fixed RNN, and
then update RNN for 16000 iterations with the fixed CNN;
iv) We update both CNN and RNN in the whole process
with an end-to-end and joint learning manner.
CNN RNN struct. acc rel. acc
partial fixed updated 57.0% 49.0%
updated fixed(rand init) 40.8% 31.4%
learnt & fixed updated 60.8% 54.2%
updated updated 64.2% 62.8%
Table 3. PASCAL 2012 result with different learning strategies
Table 3 shows the results on the PASCAL VOC 2012
validation set. Our method with end-to-end and joint learn-
ing performs best among all training settings. The training
setting with fixed RNN performs much worse than one with
fixed CNN, indicating that the RNN plays a more impor-
tant role for structure and relation prediction. This is rea-
sonable since structure and relation is finally obtained by
RNN. Learning CNN and RNN separately performs better
than learning with either fixed, but is still worse than end-
to-end and joint learning.
6. Conclusion
We have introduced a structured scene parsing method
based on a deep CNN-RNN architecture, and a cost-
effective mode training method by transferring knowledge
from image-level descriptive sentences. We have demon-
strated the effectiveness of our framework by i) generat-
ing hierarchical and relation-aware configurations from the
scene images and ii) achieving more favorable scene la-
beling results compared to other state-of-the-art weakly-
supervised methods.
There are several directions in which we intend to ex-
tend this work, such as improving our system by adding a
component for object attribute parsing. Deeply combining
with some language processing techniques also would be a
possible way.
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